
 

 

"Capital Markets Union" (CMU), a mammoth 

project to stimulate growth in Europe: fact or 

fiction? 

The CMU project is one of the European Commission's flagship projects, by which 

it plans to sweep away the obstacles to funding, to stimulate growth in Europe. 

Now that the consultation process has kicked off, dare we think that a true single 

market in capital could make finance for businesses flow more freely and give 

growth a boost in the EU's 28 countries? All mammoth projects involve risk. What 

should European corporate treasurers make of it? This article aims to identify 

some of the implications for companies. 

CMU, the European Commission's flagship project 

At the start of 2015, the EC made a start on the huge project of building up and 

genuinely creating a single market in capital to smooth the flow of funding for 

businesses and to give a boost to growth in the member states. The European 

Commissioner, Jonathan Hill, made it a key project of his term of office. We may 

well wonder why the capital markets in Europe are smaller than bank finance, 

when the opposite applies on the other side of the Atlantic. 

Jean-Claude Juncker said: “… I think that we need to make sure that the new 

European banking rules go hand-in-hand with a capital markets union. To improve 

the funding of our economy, we must expand the capital markets and integrate 

them further. This could reduce the cost of finance, particularly for small 

companies, and contribute to reducing our heavy reliance on bank finance". Jean-

Claude Juncker's ambition also includes implementing his investment plan 

adopted in November 2014, introducing the rules on the European Long Term 

Investment Fund (ELTIF), high quality securitisation, standardised credit data for 

SMEs and also the revision of the Prospectus Directive. The European Commission 

thinks that if the European market is as deep as the US market, the funding gap 

between 2008 and 2013 would have amounted to €90 billion. It finds this 



 

 

unacceptable and wants to wipe it out. The consultation process under way was 

due to receive responses by 13 May 2015.  

 

Paradoxically, there is plenty of cash on the markets, but it is sometimes locked 

up or inaccessible to most companies. This cash is often frozen or not put to use. 

It is not being used in its role of funding the European economy. The vision of the 

fathers of Europe and the founding treaty would seem far removed from current 

reality. The crisis certainly has something to do with it, but everything gets 

blamed on the crisis. Lord Hill is therefore trying to improve funding for SMEs, to 

improve funding for everyone and for all infrastructure works across Europe, and 

in the final analysis to set up a true single market, with no barriers, with the aim 

of cutting the cost of finance while at the same time diversifying the sources of it. 

As we say in Belgium, "united we stand" That is the motto that the European 

Commission has adopted when it comes to the capital markets.  

However, nothing can be achieved without a coordinated set of measures and 

actions. One single Directive can achieve nothing without the backing of all 

stakeholders. Even worse, even European legislators can take counter-productive 

measures, such as the the FTT (Financial Transactions Tax) or failing to amend the 

Prospectus Directive in spite of pressing need. Too many rules could stifle the 

dynamism instilled by Lord Hill. 



 

 

A profound cultural change or simply a legislative reform? 

We might expect this ambitious project to take several years. It amounts to a 

cultural revolution that will need plenty of time with a lengthy period for changing 

financial habits and practices, allowing for a long learning curve. Clearly, Basel III 

and banking industry reform with the idea of segregation will help modify the 

bank finance approach, which will necessarily make it less popular. This change 

will make room for alternative methods of finance, such as those of the capital 

markets. The legislative and economic environment (with low interest rates), and 

also the banks’ new strategy of trying to consolidate their businesses, should 

smooth the way for the transition that Lord Hill wants. Smaller companies will 

also have to look to the capital markets and the stock markets for mid-caps (or 

smaller market capitalisations on specific markets). A legislative framework 

common to all member states would help achieve this objective. However, the 

role of still national supervisory bodies, working in parallel with ESMA, will be 

crucial in helping to free up the markets through a common approach and an 

identical level of requirements and investor protection. Similarly, encouraging 

stock market issues is a terrific idea, but an idea that will require a change in 

mindset. The large countries have active stock markets. The smaller countries and 

the eastern countries need to have vibrant equity markets and capitalisations 

proportionately as big as those of the UK, France and Germany. We have to teach 

our children that stock markets are a good thing and that they are not 

inaccessible, even to smaller companies. The banks themselves need to adopt a 

different attitude and help their customers with issuing paper, (for example 

commercial paper, euro notes, bonds, etc.) and with their stock market flotations.  

 



 

 

 

 

What do treasurers make of it? 

Nobody would dare to claim that the purpose of this initiative was anything but 

praiseworthy and commendable. No one would, obviously. The issues instead lie 

in the restrictive aspect. Can we create a true market in capital "artificially" by 

regulation? That is where the problem lies. However, if they achieve the target at 

which they are aiming, that would be a fantastic result, and would be greatly to 

the credit of the new European Commission. It is true that the current capital 

markets are still too national. Like SEPA, the world of the market in capital will not 

be built in a day. It will take patience and time. We will have to be patient, and fit 

together a series of components to contribute to this new capital markets culture. 

Europe needs to open up to peer-to-peer, private placement and private equity 

financing solutions, and also to more IPOs (Initial Public Offers – stock market 

flotations). 

It would be great to successfully sweep aside all the technical, legal, domestic and 

other barriers that are stopping the market being a truly cross-border market. It 

would be helpful to standardise documentation while at the same time providing 

excellent investor protection. It would be good to attract capital from outside 

Europe at a competitive cost, if we want our dreams as treasurers to come true.  



 

 

Free circulation on the market for capital 

The principle of the free circulation of capital was laid down in the Treaty of Rome 

way back in 1957. However this free circulation "capital" market does not seem to 

work and therefore does not live up to the founding principles of the European 

Union. Access to capital and non-bank finance still seems to be too local and too 

fragmented, whereas the European Commissioner J. Hill ideally wants it to be 

Europe-wide and without boundaries. Unfortunately, we can say that the 

situation has deteriorated since 2008, and even become much worse from the 

point of view of integration, with a real downturn on the domestic markets which 

are apparently under better control. The European market consists of 28 small 

markets, all of them less liquid than in the USA. If we compare the GDPs for the 

USA and Europe, we can extrapolate the shortfalls in terms of IPOs, high yield 

bonds, private placements and private equity to a total amounting to something 

like €5 billion. The idea would be to have more capital available at a lower cost. 

However, the European Union would need all stakeholders on board: regulators, 

supervisors, investors and borrowers. They may well want to create a framework 

favourable to the development of this market. They may well want to create an 

ideal seedbed to cultivate this capital market; but they need plenty of other 

things before they can achieve it. These are things that legislators are not 

necessarily good at. The "Green Paper" calls for a harmonised but flexible 

framework, a flexible environment, light-touch restrictions and, amongst other 

things, tax incentives to attract investors. Surely we also need to develop a true 

capital markets and equity markets culture in Europe. This is a profound cultural 

problem that is more difficult to instil. From college and initial training, surely we 

need to inculcate this idea of the capital markets as a serious alternative to bank 

finance? This would be a true cultural revolution in overall funding, and a new 

mindset would have to be instilled, at a time when interest rates are negative and 

low. There has never before been a background so favourable to the revolution 

that the Commission would like to see. 

 

 



 

 

EACT's position 

This consultation has been EACT's dream opportunity to summarise what it has 

advocated for so long. On top of the obvious advantages of the capital markets 

union, the European Association of Corporate Treasurers would like to remind 

everyone of a number of key points that are to a certain extent closely connected 

with the issues raised by the "Consultation Green Paper". For example, EACT 

would like the Commission to consider the impact of legislation prior to 

introducing any new regulations. Non-financial corporations should never be 

treated in the same way as financial institutions by default. A continuous dialogue 

should be maintained with corporate treasurers and with the real economy, such 

is the importance of their views. It is essential that the rules be flexible if they are 

to work properly. The Commission all too often forgets that. ESMA also needs to 

be beefed up if that organisation is to be fully up to the job of playing its key role 

in implementing the new financial regulations. And furthermore, the Credit Rating 

Agencies (CRA) are crucial to the proper working of the capital market. EACT has 

fears about the CRA review planned for 2016. We have to avoid not only over-

dependence on the credit rating agencies, but we also have to avoid banning 

them altogether (which would be no better in the final analysis); avoid banning 

agency rotation (particularly over frequent rotation); and challenging the famous 

"the issuer pays" model to which there is no real substitute.  EACT has also 

recommended to the Commission that it should not over-regulate, that it should 

use comparisons (i.e. benchmarking) and fine tune the measures better so that 

they can be applied properly. Don't let's even talk about nonsense such as the 

financial transactions tax (FTT) which is so vehemently condemned by some. This 

would be a budgetary tax and not a regulatory tax, as France resolutely claims. As 

with the market in money market funds, treasurers have recommended opening 

up a market for other products, rather than restricting it as with the constant 

value funds which are likely to become very much hypothetical under the new 

regulations. Let us open up the markets and develop products rather than restrict 

them further. 

The reform on (structural) bank segregation raises more fears than it seems to 

provide in the way of solutions. Let us not forget that the intermediate entities – 



 

 

the market-makers – have a useful part to play. Segregation should not call into 

question the exemption from collateralising when trading OTC derivatives.  The 

same thing applies to CRD IV which should not penalise businesses to supposedly 

protect the banks (against themselves). Surely changing the banks' job and 

making them less profitable threatens to kill off one source that is (unfortunately) 

still important for treasurers, whatever the target of the ambitious CMU might be. 

For good or ill, treasurers must continue to be exempt from calculating the CVA 

(Credit Valuation Adjustment) counter valuation figure. 

And what are we to say about EMIR, that elusive creature that seems to have 

popped up once again. Let us not cast the exemptions referred to above and the 

things we have achieved into doubt, but instead let us focus our efforts on making 

EMIR more workable and more appropriate, for example by removing the idiotic 

obligation to report inter-company financial transactions. We need to advocate 

"one-sided reporting" to avoid duplicating reports and the burdensome work that 

all these obligations require.  

A revision of the Prospectus Directive is essential to give investors a single 

framework or a sort of one-stop shop as a source of information. It would seem to 

us that the limits set for publishing these prospectuses need to be reviewed. 

Perhaps there might be provision for two types of prospectus, one for IPOs/public 

offerings and another for secondary offers (on the secondary market). EACT has 

also expressed its support for the quantitative improvement of SME credit 

information.  It would seem essential to harmonise the way this financial 

information is communicated and to require consolidated accounts from small 

companies, in which they are so often lacking. The financial statements and 

balance sheets should be published and made publicly available or disclosed 

compulsorily everywhere, through special government bodies such as chambers 

of commerce, the courts, central banks or similar organisations An IFRS for SMEs 

has been condemned by some. However, a more appropriate IFRS would help 

with comparability and because in any case national accounting standards are 

tending to converge over time towards international accounting standards 

(IFRS/IAS). Similarly, the ratings agencies should be encouraged to issue ratings on 



 

 

SMEs, perhaps when BEPS is introduced, which will in any case require it sooner 

rather than later. 

Do you not think it would be a good thing to encourage the set up of trading 

platforms and exchanges for debt securities (for example for loan notes, bonds, 

commercial paper, EMTN notes, etc.)? Why not set up "crowd funding" platforms 

too, while we are at it? To encourage the other side to invest (the investor 

side/"buy-side"), surely we need to harmonise the rules, particularly tax rules, by 

means of the Savings Directive, and do away with retentions at source and local 

disparities (withholding taxes), penalties, obstacles to investment and even the 

lack of incentives for the private (or retail) investment that is needed to free up 

the flow of credit from the savings of private individuals. Surely with interest rates 

so low, private savings could find more appropriate investments with better 

returns, while at the same time supporting the European economy, rather than 

depositing their funds with banks at zero, or even negative, interest rates. Scrap 

the unfair financial transactions tax!  

Finally, the European oversight bodies should be beefed up, structured, staffed 

and represented by experts from the "real economy" (i.e. non-financial 

corporations) to put them in a better position to fulfil their functions.   

 

It is about more than just a markets union. 

We can see clearly that the coverage of this consultation goes far beyond what 

would appear at first sight. On top of the capital markets union, the Commission 



 

 

has asked itself a number of philosophical and existential questions of the same 

magnitude as the main reform of its new term of office. Of course, this is only the 

start and the launch of a mega-giga-project, but we should applaud the initiative 

and give it our encouragement even though there may be many pitfalls along the 

way. We also have to conclude by pointing out that too much regulation can be 

self-defeating and that piling regulations on top of one another can have a 

counter-productive or even negative effect, an effect that was not initially 

intended. Too much regulation might end up by wiping out any desire to be an 

entrepreneur or to borrow, regardless of the source of the borrowing.  We call for 

a better convergence of worldwide financial regulations, which is so necessary in 

a globalised world. It will be a long road, and it is an ambitious project, but if the 

EU makes a success of it, we will be able to say: "We take our hats off to you, 

Commissioners!". 

 

François Masquelier, Chairman of ATEL 

 


